Introduction
One of the main tendencies in 20 th century literature is rethinking of the antique legacy, in particular stories of the antique mythology.
Writers of various aesthetic and political views,
and from different literature areas, such as realism and modernism, resorted to mythologization.
While creating works on a mythological material, the authors, usually, modernize ancient stories, fill them with new philosophical and ethical ideas, withdraw archaisms and complicated plot lines, which are difficult for a modern reader, add modern life's details etc.
As in antiquity, as today, among the big amount of character from the ancient Greek mythology, Heracles is of particular interest.
The image of hero-demigod became a source of inspiration for the artists, sculptors, composers and writers; an object of scientific research for the historians, philosophers, philologists and cultural specialists. The image of Heracles had different artistic presentations back in the antiquity. For example, the translator of Euripides' tragedies, Innokenty F. Annensky, stated that
Heracles appears in various capacities: as a "bonded laborer", as a "glorious winner", and as a "hero" (Annensky, 1906: 402; quoted through Golosovker, 1987: 107) . Such figure is capable of impossible tasks and solving mysteries. But at the same time we know the humorous image of Heracles from Aristophanes' comedies ("The Frogs", "Wealth"), Euripides' satiric dramas ("Alcestis", "Busiris") where he appears as an infamous glutton-hero, trickster and debauche.
Besides, Maria E. Grabar-Passek noted that in some antique literary works Heracles does not strive towards happiness, but towards prowess.
Words of cynic sage Dio Chrysostom about
Diogenes are cited by researcher as an example:
here Heracles is "tireless pedestrian, modest regarding all material benefits, barefooted, (Vengerova, 1979: 468 
Theoretical framework
The concept of literary reception is an important part of a dialogue within literature.
Ideologists of comparative literature were the first ones in Slavic studies to address the problem of Constance School seem to be more efficient for
Comparative Studies" (Tsvetkova, 2010: 9) .
Combination of comparative analysis and theories of Reader-Response criticism contributes to in-depth studies of literary text and not only in terms of its perception's history but in its understanding by different cultures".
The reception of myth in Peter Hacks' play "Omphale"
Unlike two other "antique dramas" of Peter
Hacks, "Omphale" comedy ("Omphale", 1970) is an original story. According to Tatyana A.
Sharypina, "not just dramatical piece as such but separate motives filled with burning social issues <…> or different characters, episodes are used for interpretation" (Sharypina, 2001: 117 (Kraft, 2010: 162) . In this transformation playwright sees a starting point for raising gender issues which were significant in 20 th century. For
Heracles the aim of such a carnival disguise is to satisfy his own desires and also to understand his beloved woman (in Omphale's case -her beloved man).
As it is known, while serving to queen Omphale, Heracles carried out a number of feats which are equally important to ten famous Labours: he captured the Cercopes, shot dead a gigantic serpent beside the river Sagaris, saved
Daphnis and his beloved Pimplea from Lityerses.
However, Hacks only resorted to the latter, the least known to modern reader, because it enables raising important issues for the playwright. Ich üb mich und verkümmre an der Übung (Hacks, 1972: 385 (Hacks, 1972: 396) .
It is indicative that Peter Hacks named his play after Heracles' beloved woman for that she turns to be a "neural stimulus" that induced Zeus'
son to set out on a search for lost happiness and Halbbruder Herakles mit erwähnen (Hacks, 1972: 369) . Hitler, who rules "violently and destroys old order" (Schütze, 1976: 171) . Lityerses destroys every beautiful and living thing, defiles human fates. As a result, Alkaios becomes a traitor and
Iphikles is ready to commit heinous murder.
Only a victory over an overwhelming evil can bring peace, harmony and prosperity to Hack's characters and to all mankind as well.
As for poetic manner of Hack's comedy, humanism's ideas, and if our descendants will find something significant in this novel then it will be the humanization of myth" (Mann, 1960: 178). Hacks' image of growing tree embodies the aspiration of mankind towards brighter future that is quite typical for 20 th century rich with tragedies and social cataclysms.
Conclusion
Thus, the analysis of antique myth's interpretation in Peter Hacks' comedy "Omphale" demonstrates how one of the two mechanisms by which reception works functions: it recreates, which means projection of personal world view on other works; it creates new works by using classical legacy of antiquity. Peter Hacks modernizes myth not by using anachronisms but by putting urgent modern issues, ideas and images into literary work. Hacks' characters from Greek mythology are given with mind and mentality of modern man because their behavior does not comply with antique times. In this vein Heracles is a man that suffers from internal contradictions;
Omphale is a freethinking woman; and Lityerses is an embodiment of Nazism's ideology. Thus, being filled with modern issues, the myth in Hacks' interpretation loses its connection with the historical period during which it was created, and, as a result, demonstrates its timeless symbolism. 
